Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics

ISL in profile
Research, consulting and knowledge transfer in maritime logistics

Legal form

Independent, private non-profit foundation

Founded in

1954

Capacity

50 staff members in interdisciplinary teams

Directorate

Prof. Dr. Burkhard Lemper (Chairman)
Prof. Dr. Frank Arendt

Board of Trustees

Decision makers from industry, science
and politics

Scientific
Advisory Board

Experts from logistics, industry, transport
and science

Sponsoring Body

Companies and individual members from maritime businesses

The ISL - Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics was founded in Bremen in 1954.
By combining tradition with modern science, we have since positioned ourselves as one
of Europe’s leading institutes in the area of maritime research, consulting and knowledge transfer.
Today, around 50 employees at our offices in Bremen and Bremerhaven handle projects from all over the world in interdisciplinary teams. Whether in China and SouthEast Asia, Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Russia or the Ukraine, whether logistics systems, maritime economics and transport or information logistics are concerned - we ensure that
innovative ideas are developed into solutions with practical applicability on behalf of
our project partners from the public and private sector, both on a national and international level.
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Logistics Systems
Dr. Thomas Nobel
In the Department of Logistics Systems, we address issues relating to the future of logistics on behalf of our
clients. Our core competencies in this area are the corporate system integration of intermodal transportation
and the configuration of synergetic regional networks comprising hubs
and logistics centres, for example. Other focuses lie on the process-oriented development of sustainable business models, knowledge management
and cooperation controlling - for logistics networks and supply chains, for
example. Innovative approaches from the area of science are applied and
refined for issues such as meso-logistics, coopetition, supply chain controlling, mobilitiy, resource efficiency, green logistics or multi-agent systems.
Through an intensive exchange with experts from around the world, we
are able to offer our customers a broad service spectrum. Our projects
partners here are companies from the maritime industry, trading, production and logistics companies as well as the EU, federal, state and municipal
governments.

Maritime Economics and Transport
Prof. Dr. Burkhard Lemper
The Department of Maritime Economics and Transport
advises clients from the areas of politics, business and
administration on matters relating to shipping, harbours including their hinterland and shipbuilding operations. In-depth analyses of influencing factors and interdependencies as
well as the development of forecasts for the markets of the maritime economy serve as a basis for our work in this field. Our experts also compile
concepts for transportation policy on a regional, national and international level and develop qualitative/quantitative approaches to planning and
modelling traffic infrastructure for surface and maritime transportation.
Overall, the ISL disposes of a broad spectrum of databases and information services for the statistic analyses and forecasts as well as the diverse
consulting services based on in-depth market information. In addition to
economic factors, we also deal with issues in the area of shipping and the
environment to an increasing degree.
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Information Logistics
Prof. Dr. Frank Arendt
The Department of Information Logistics offers competent services, products and innovative research relating to information and simulation technologies in
the transportation industry. To achieve this, our experts combine specialised knowledge of characteristic processes in the
area of logistics with efficient project management and modern IT expertise. Whether the task concerns developing and networking IT systems for
a cooperation along the transport chain (in-house, web), the use of quantitative methods to support the planning process and optimisation of logistics processes or the planning and monitoring of intermodal transport
chains by means of active supply chain event management - our work is
oriented towards the client and assigned tasks while employing proven
methods and procedures. We accompany our clients through all project
phases: Analysis, design, implementation, launch, maintenance and upkeep.
Two core development themes have been established in Bremerhaven:

Optimisation and simulation
For over 20 years, our area specialising in optimisation and simulation
has developed simulation systems, which are used around the world for
optimising container terminals, harbour planning and analysing transportation networks. Current focuses in this area lie on expanding productivity figures with an evaluation of ecological effects and linking simulation
models with real control software (emulation), particularly with respect to
highly automated logistics facilities.

Auto-ID and container transport SECURITY
Our area specialising in Auto-ID and container transport security addresses the current issue of container safety in the framework of national and
international projects in cooperation with partners from the transportation industry and official bodies. Our work in this area focuses on increasing the level of transparency and consequently, effectiveness in container
transportation - by means of automatic container identification, for example. Our work is based on extensive analysis of underlying processes, legal
principles and provisions as well as issues of global standardisation.
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ISL InfoCentER / LIBRARY & ISL InfoLine / WEBSHOP
As one of the leading European institutions for maritime information and
documentation, the ISL InfoCenter / Library offers rapid, comprehensive
and professional information services relating to industries, markets and
companies in the fields of shipping economics, transportation and logistics. Technical publications, national and international journals, market
studies, ship registers, harbour and economic statistics, annual publications, research reports, meeting minutes, annual reports and links to full
texts on the internet are filed and evaluated. Our comprehensive supply
of information is assured by:
• The ISL SEABASE literature database (over 124,000 records)
• The reference library in Bremen (around 130,000 volumes and
230 professional journals)
The ISL InfoLine / Webshop completes our information service spectrum
with numerous proprietary publications, which are available on ISL’s online portal (https://shop.isl.org). Some key publications are:
• ISL Shipping Statistics and Market Review (SSMR)
• ISL Shipping Statistics Yearbook (SSYB)
• ISL Monthly Container Port Monitor (MCPM)
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